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QUESTION 1

If Local A.A. (Alcohol Anonymous) rehabilitation facilities are forced upon us ?and society is determined that they should
be forced ?then it should be society that pays for them. 

Considering the statements below, which one would weaken the argument above? 

A. Many groups have been convinced by a government committee that the local rehabilitation facilities are
unsuccessful. 

B. The cost of A.A. facilities are too high to be funded locally. 

C. Rehabilitation facilities are supported by many neighborhood groups. 

D. The expense to maintain an A.A. rehabilitation facility is too costly. 

E. Alcoholics may not want to accept treatment. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Retailers that excel in neither convenience nor variety of merchandise tend not to be very successful. Yet many
successful retailers excel in just one of the areas and meet competitors\\' standards for the other. Hence, a retailer\\'s
success need not depend on excellence in both areas. 

The structure of the reasoning in the argument above is most parallel to that in which one of the following? 

A. Runners who have only average speed and endurance are unlikely to win long-distance races. Some long-distance
champions, however, win by being above average in speed or endurance only; therefore, being above average in both
speed and endurance is not necessary. 

B. Bicyclists who have only average speed are unlikely to win short races, but in a long-distance race such bicyclists
can win if they have better-built bicycles than average and better endurance than average. Therefore, most bicycle
races are not won by bicyclists with above-average speed. 

C. Excellence in a particular swimming stroke is not always necessary in order for a swimmer to win a race that requires
each swimmer to use several different strokes in sequence, and many swimmers win these races without being the best
at any of the strokes. Therefore, anyone who does excel at all the strokes is almost certain to win. 

D. Apples that are neither especially firm nor especially flavorful are unsuitable for baking; yet while flavor is essential
for both baking and eating, many flavorful apples that are soft are suitable for eating. Hence, the apples that are best for
eating need not be both firm and flavorful. 

E. Most plants that are neither ornamental nor edible are useless and are thus classified as weeds; yet many such
plants are useful for purposes other than food or ornamentation, and are thus not classified as weeds. Hence, not all
inedible and non-ornamental plants are weeds. 

Correct Answer: A 

Parallel Reasoning is up next, so let\\'s see if comparing conclusions can help us to knock off some of these lengthy
choices. The conclusion, signaled helpfully by "Hence," is that a thing (success) does not depend on something else
(excellence in two areas). So we\\'ll first scan the choices\\' conclusions for something that\\'s not necessary for
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something else. Option [Runners who have only average speed and...] meets that requirement, but option [Bicyclists
who have only average speed are...]\\'s conclusion involves the issue of what\\'s true of most races, something not
found in the original. Option [Excellence in a particular swimming stroke is...]\\'s conclusion discusses the likelihood of
winning, which isn\\'t parallel either, while option [Most plants that are neither ornamental nor...]\\'s conclusion takes the
form "not all X and Y are Z," which is way off. 

 

QUESTION 3

Joseph: My encyclopedia says that the mathematician Pierre de Fermat died in 1665 without leaving behind any written
proof for a theorem that he claimed nonetheless to have proved. Probably this alleged theorem simply cannot be
proved, since ?as the article points out ?no one else has been able to prove it. Therefore, it is likely that Fermat was
either lying or else mistaken when he made his claim. Laura: Your encyclopedia is out of date. Recently someone has in
fact proved Fermat\\'s theorem. And since the theorem is provable, your claim ?that Fermat was lying or mistaken
?clearly is wrong. 

Joseph\\'s statement that "this alleged theorem simply cannot be proved" plays which one of the following roles in his
argument? 

A. an assumption for which no support is offered 

B. a subsidiary conclusion on which his argument\\'s main conclusion is based 

C. a potential objection that his argument anticipates and attempts to answer before it is raised 

D. the principal claim that his argument is structured to refute 

E. background information that neither supports nor undermines his argument\\'s conclusion 

Correct Answer: B 

We get a chance at two questions for this dialogue stimulus; let\\'s scan them before we read the stimulus. A Method of
Argument question, asks us for the role played by a statement of Joseph, and a Flaw question, asks us to identify a flaw
in Laura\\'s argument. Joseph introduces us to Fermat, and tells us that Fermat was lying or wrong in claiming to have
proved the theorem. Laura responds that the theorem has been recently proved and, so, Fermat was not lying or wrong
about having proved the theorem. Joseph\\'s statement that "this alleged theorem . . ." is a conclusion of his argument,
but not his overall main point. This statement is supported by the evidence that immediately follows it ?that no one else
has proved it. The use of that evidence to support the statement in question makes it a conclusion, but not the main
conclusion. Joseph\\'s main conclusion is that Fermat was either lying or wrong, which is supported by his statement
that the theorem cannot be proved. Choice [a subsidiary conclusion on which his...] states just that. 

 

QUESTION 4

By the year 2030, the Earth\\'s population is expected to increase to 10 billion; ideally, all would enjoy standards of living
equivalent to those of present-day industrial democracies. However, if 10 billion people consume critical natural
resources such as copper, nickel, and petroleum at the current per capita rates of industrialized countries, and if new
resources are not discovered or substitutes developed, such an ideal would last a decade or less. Moreover, projections
based on the current rate of waste production in many industrialized countries suggest that 10 billion people would
generate enough solid waste every year to bury a large city and its surrounding suburbs 100 meters deep. 

These estimates are not meant to predict a grim future. Instead they emphasize the incentives for recycling,
conservation, and a switch to alternative materials. They also suggest that the traditional model of industrial activity, in
which individual manufacturing processes take in raw materials and generate products to be sold plus waste to be
disposed of, should be transformed into a more integrated model: an industrial ecosystem. In such a system the
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consumption of energy and materials is optimized, wastes and pollution are minimized, and the effluents of one process
?whether they are spent catalysts from petroleum refining or discarded plastic containers from consumer products
?serve as the raw material for another process. 

Materials in an ideal industrial ecosystem would not be depleted any more than are materials in a biological ecosystem,
in which plants synthesize nutrients that feed herbivores, some of which in turn feed a chain of carnivores whose waste
products and remains eventually feed further generations of plants. A chunk of steel could potentially show up one year
in a tin can, the next year in an automobile, and 10 years later in the skeleton of a building. Some manufacturers are
already making use of "designed offal" in the manufacture of metals and some plastics: tailoring the production of waste
from a manufacturing process so that the waste can be fed directly back into that process or a related one. Such
recycling still requires the expenditure of energy and the unavoidable generation of some wastes and harmful by-
products, but at much lower levels than are typical today. The ideal industrial ecosystem, in which there is an
economically viable role for every product of a manufacturing process, will not be attained soon; current technology is
often inadequate to the task. However, if industrialized nations embrace major and minor changes in their current
industrial practices and developing nations bypass older, less ecologically sound technologies, it should be possible to
develop a more closed industrial ecosystem that would be more sustainable than current industrial practices, especially
in the face of decreasing supplies of raw materials and-increasing problems of waste and pollution 

The author of the passage would most probably agree with which one of the following statements about the use of
"designed offal" (line 38)? 

A. It is a harmful step that requires the consumption of critical natural resources and results in the generation of waste
and harmful by-products. 

B. It is not an entirely helpful step because it draws attention away from the central problems that still need to be
solved. 

C. It is a temporary solution that will not contribute to the establishment of an industrial ecosystem. 

D. It is a promising step in the right direction, but it does not solve all of the problems that need to be addressed. 

E. It is the most practical solution to the environmental problems facing the world. 

Correct Answer: D 

"Most probably agree" again. That means Inference again. And both the quoted phrase and line reference send us to
the latter portion of 3. Now (if not before) would be the time to read and understand the "designated offal" example as a
current procedure in which the "waste from a manufacturing process...can be fed back into that process or a relate one."
That\\'s the kind of thinking right in line with the new, iie. Yet we have to keep reading, the author\\'s not done with
"designated offal": The procedure, he implies, is still a bit wasteful, but less than normal. 

 

QUESTION 5

Combustion of gasoline in automobile engines produces benzene, a known carcinogen. Environmentalists 

propose replacing gasoline with methanol, which does not produce significant quantities of benzene when 

burned. However, combustion of methanol produces formaldehyde, also a known carcinogen. Therefore, 

the environmentalists\\' proposal has little merit. 

Which one of the following, if true, most supports the environmentalists\\' proposal? 

A. The engines of some automobiles now on the road bum diesel fuel rather than gasoline. 
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B. Several large research efforts are under way to formulate cleaner-burning types of gasoline. 

C. In some regions, the local economy is largely dependent on industries devoted to the production and distribution of
automobile fuel. 

D. Formaldehyde is a less potent carcinogen than benzene. 

E. Since methanol is water soluble, methanol spills are more damaging to the environment than gasoline spills. 

Correct Answer: D 

You\\'re asked which of the answer choices, if true, would most strengthen the environmentalists\\' proposal. Note that
you\\'re not asked to strengthen the author\\'s argument. So, in this case you want to support the proposal that we
should replace gasoline with methanol, because burning methanol does not produce benzene, a known carcinogen. The
author points out, however, that burning methanol produces formaldehyde, which is also a carcinogen. In order to
strengthen the environmentalists\\' proposal, you need an answer choice that either helps to explain why producing a
different carcinogen is really no big deal, or perhaps gives additional benefits to burning methanol. Choice
[Formaldehyde is...] works because it tells you that formaldehyde is a less potent carcinogen than benzene. The
environmentalists\\' proposal is therefore strengthened because it makes sense to use the fuel that produces the less
potent carcinogen. Note that this answer choice doesn\\'t say that methanol is the perfect solution; it only adds support
to the proposal that gasoline be replaced with methanol. 
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